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ZEE SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY 

CP THE 

GUARANTEED ANNUAL WAGE 

CHAPTER Z 

INTRODUCTION AHD EXPOSITION

Statement of the Problem

The main object of this study Is to find out how the Guaranteed 

Annual Wage (hereafter to be shortened to GAW) fits into the Catholic con

cept at Social Philosophy. To this purpose the Thesis is organized under 

five subheadings, each of which constitutes one chapter.

Chapter lit An Inquiry into the Basic Principles of Social

Hiiloeophy Stressing Human Rights, their Exercise 

and Protection.

Chapter Hit A Short Blstoxy at GAW up to the Present Tine.

Chapter 17: Arguments For and Against GAW.

Chapter ft She Basie Principles of Social Philosophy Applied to 

GAW.

Chapter VIi Sunoary and Conclusion.

Heed and Timeliness of the Study

There is a definite need to consider the socio-philosophical aspect 

of GAW. Labor Unions, Employers and Economists - each at these groups have 

made important contributions to the discussion on GAW. She unions succeeded 

in achieving a guaranteed se»i-<Lrmual wage in the auto Industry in 1955. All 

the major producers in this field • General Motors Corporation, Focrd Motor 

Company and Chrysler Corporation - accepted the principle of GAW. For 1956
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the labor unions announced as their goal the winning of GAW in the steel 

industry.

With the unions thus pushing the GAW issue, big business in general 

reacted unfavorably to GAW demands. Management succeeded frequently in avert

ing GAW demands by generous pay raises, profit sharing plans and ownership 

sharing plans.

Stimulated by these controversies, the attention of the general public 

and of the interested parties has been focused on the economics of GAW. Thus 

there was a real danger that the socio-philoeophlcal aspect of GAW might be 

overshadowed by purely economic considerations. To remedy this situation is 

one abjective of the present study.

Definition of Terms

In order to avoid misunderstanding the author found it necessary to 

define certain terms i

Social Philosophy - The study of man in his relations to other men 

from the point of view of his ultimate end.

Guaranteed Annual Wage - A plan guaranteeing to workers a specified 

minimum wage for the time of one year, to be paid by the 

employer.

Terms of minor Importance will be defined vhere they first occur.

A bibliography is to be found at the end of the Thesis.
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CHAFEZR II

ah m m s a  meo see: bask psikiflss or social FHjLceoisi

STHESSUC HUMAN RXHGES, THE 13 IQOSHCgS AHD PROTBCTIQS

The basic principles of Social jEfclloaophy are stated wry dearly in the Tode 

of Social Principle©* by the Catholic Social Guild of Orford. These are*

(1) “Man is iaaortal * not human society, but each individual man 
is crested in the image and likeness of Cod.

(2) *Xfc is not true that ana is sufficient unto himself. Bo one, 
however gifted, can Maintain his existence or perfect his mad 
aad heart save in the society is which ha is called to live*

(3) "ton has a psrsonal destiny, society is for hi« the accessary 
means that helps him to attain his proper sad. Bis ri#ts flow 
from his aature, but they are stibjest, on the part of society, 
to certain limitations which eomnsaity life laposss.* 1

Without dialsishing the importance of Points 1 aad 8, it must be said in the

present paper that Foist 3 has a central position. ST society is aa absolutely

necessary mease for nan’s perfection, it follows that society must be conducive

to such perfection or at least doss sot offer obstacles to perfection.

in looking at seonomic society specifically, va will observe that it

does not conform to thsee criteria. Bow can this situation be changed? Daemonic

activity is gcweraad by laws sad patterns of organisation. As seomomic laws

possess sons stability, the best ehansss for lapr ovens nt lie with a reform of

economic institutions*

This mss clearly seen by Pope Hue ZZ who stressed sgaim aad again the

wMia fge reform of the institution of sconomie society. ftp. Cronin summarises

the Pops*s attitude vary aptly j

"Social Teglalstilmi soft other improvements, ******* welcome, are 
baeleally palliatives so long ss the Institutions of economic 
society ere in theaselvae deeply lafected with injustice.” *
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I

Consequently, justice must become the basis upon which economic 

institutions should be founded. What is Justice? St. Augustine defines 

it as "the virtue which gives to everybody his due*. ^ St. Thomas says, 

"justice is a habit whereby a van renders to everybody his due by a con

stant and perpetual will. *

From these definitions, it is clear that justice is a virtue which 

regards others. What does Justice regard in others? It regards the funda

mental rights which flow from the nature and essence of each human being. 

Bishop Baas defines natural rights as "those which a person possesses by 

the fact that he or she is a person. They are of two sain classes:

*1. Those rights which protect a person against sudden or violent 
death by an unjust agressor, and

"2. Those Which protect his title to noraal growth and develop
ment."4

Bishop Baas continues:

"The first (class of rights) protects against death inflicted in
stantaneously or within a few hours; the second, against death 
induced before the normally expected time. Inasmuch as the latter 
type of death is death no less than the former, it represents an 
attack cm the person's right to live." ?

This right to normal growth and development of a human personality embraces

both the title to spiritual and physical development. The protection of these

rights is the primary objective of the state aud of economic institutions

within the state. Fr. Cronin sets forth a twofold pappose of economic life.

It should

"(1) provide man with the necessities for survival and the founda
tions for cultural and spiritual life. It will achieve this 
when every willing and able worker can earn at least a stable, 
decent wage for himself and his family, and

"(2) it should furnish, insofar as possible, opportunity for indi
viduals to develop and utilize their personal talents."
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Fr. Cronin calls for a "stable, decent wage". A stable wage Is 

one on which the worker can rely for a considerable amount of tine - a 

stable wage Is a secure income. A secure incone has a significance far 

beyond the assurance of the daily bread, this security la a condition for 

man's spiritual and cultural development. The author agrees, therefore, 

fully with Professor Dougherty in saying,

"Security and income - these are the outstanding economic problems 

of human beings today. • ™

Professor Dougherty distinguishes five aspects of security!

"(1) Continuance of life
(2) Continuance of a place in the esteem and affections of others
(3) Continuance and assurance of a means of livelihood
(h l Self expression „
(5) Enjoyment of leisure” 6

la this light security assumes a new, a central importance. It becomes one 

of the most important means to the perfection of our humanity. Man must be 

able to count on certain aspects of his life as remaining unchanged. Even 

if changes should be desirable, he prefers to prepare for these changes and 

thereby to control them. It can be said safely that the desire for security 

is deeply imbedded in human nature and, consequently, security is a natural 

right of man. The restless searching of the human mind for truth is an ex

pression of the intellects desire for security. The strong attraction of 

young people of different sexes to each other is not love, but a natural de

sire fox* emotional security. This security is found in marriage.

What faith is for man's intellect, what marriage means far his 

emotions, that is done by the daily job for man's material needs. To quote 

again from Professor Dougherty,

"The dally job is man's chief concern because in it, more in 
any other thing, he finds security or Insecurity. Through the daily
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job be receives income which permits him to satisfy his material 
wants. 2b it and through it he finds or fails to find social 
recognition and self-expression. Small wonder that security of 
Job tenure is one of nan's greatest needs and problems." °

There is, however, a still nore obvious moral aspect of security. "In

security brings about an unhealthy preoccupation with material goods," says 

Fr. Cronin, 10 Economic order must always be essentially subordinate to 

the spiritual order. Since the worker offers his daily work as the only 

normal means he has for a human, i.e. physical and moral existence, the 

permanence of this means must be protected.

Saving established the central rule of security, the question arises 

as to how security is to be achieved. Fr. Becker approaches this problem by 

dividing economic security Into three distinct layerB. The first layer is 

the floor below which society will permit no one to fall. It Is the duty of 

the highest temporal society, the state, to provide for this security. This 

security is a mini man protection consisting of assistance programs based on 

a needs test and of unemployment insurance. The second layer of security 

serves to protect an existent standard of living, which enables man to live a 

reasonable life. This standard must be maintained, not by the state, but by 

private group action. Examples for this type of security in our economic 

system are strike benefits, dismissal wages, seniority provisions and GAW 

plans. The third layer is provided by each individual for himself and con

sists of savings and help from friends. 11

Only few individuals still contend the worker's right to income se

curity. There is, however, considerable disagreement as to who takas over 

the responsibility. It is, therefore, necessary to elaborate on this point. 

The big problem is whether the state or private groups should provide income 

security. Da solving this problem the social encyclicals of Leo XIII and
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H ub XZ are of great help. Plus XX writes,

"Just as it is wrong to withdraw fro® the individual and to commit 
to the coBBBunity at large what private enterprise and industry eaa 
accomplish, so, too, it is an injustice, a grave evil and a dis
turbance of right order for larger and higher organisations to 
arrogate to itself functions which can 1m  efficiently performed by 
smaller and lower bodies." 12

This precise authoritative statement reduces our problem to the questions

Can private group action efficiently provide for income security? The author

will attempt to answer this question in Chapters V and YZ of this Thesis.

Before concluding this chapter, It is necessary to deal briefly with

the organisation of economic society. Since the end of the 19th century

there has been a definite trend toward concentration of economic power in

the hands of a few. The great danger of this development was already clearly

perceived by Pope Pius XZ.

This accumulation of power, the characteristic note of the modern 
economic order, is a natural result of limitless free competition 
which permits the survival of those only who are the strongest, 
which often means those who fight most relentlessly, who pay least 
heed to the dictates of conscience." *3

Since 1931, when these words were written, the situation has become worse. 

Centralisation of economic power and its domination by a few is an even greater 

problem today. It must be the objective of every economic reform to de

centralise this power and to remedy the evils which led up to such an accumu

lation. The need for such a reform has been repeatedly stressed by our present 

pontiff. Ft . JT. F. Cronin maintains that centralization of economic power 

today is the most important problem confronting the papacy as the guardian of 

moral order.

"Pius XZZ is preoccupied with the need of decentralising (economic) 
power. He favors wide distribution of property ownership and pro
motion of small business as means of keeping effective control close 
to individuals.* 14



In summary, the following moral needs for economic reform have 

been established:

1. The need for Income security.

2. The seed for decentralisation of economic power.

These two needs will serve as guiding principles in the discussion of GAW 

in Chapters V and VI.

Footnotes Chapter II

1 Catholic Social Guild, "Code of Social Principles"
Cited as semi-authoritative by Cronin in Catholic Social Principles *

2 J. P. Cronin, S.S. Catholic Social Principles * pg. 21

3 St. Augustine of Hippo "The City of God" Book XIX Chapter 21

4 7. J. Baas "Man and Society" pg. 101 and 102

5 ibid. pg. 102

6 J. 7. Cronin, S.J. "Catholic Social ITinciples" pg. 88 and 89

T Carroll R. Dougherty "Labor Problems in American Industry"

8 ibid. p& 70

9 ibid. pg. 59

10 Crooln "Catholic Social Principles" pg. 46

11 J. M. Becker, S.J "Guaranteed Annual Vsge"
Social Order, Sbvetiber 1955

12 Plus XI "Quadragesimo Anno" HCWC 1931 Pg. 26

13 Ibid. pg. 33

Ik J. 7. Cronin "Message to Quadragesimo Anno"
Social Order, January 1956 pg. 5
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CHAPTER III 

A SHORT HETOHY CF GAW UP TO THE PRESENT TIMS

The basis of all (SAW demands is tbs need for economic security. This need 

became most pressing after the industrial revolution had finally overthrown 

the medieval economic order which was based on the guild system. neverthe

less, it took almost a hundred years from the beginning of the industrial 

Revolution in England around 1825 up to the establishment of the earliest 

practicable aad still existing GAW plans in the ttsited States during the 

1920*8. A small number of GAW plans existed already prior to this date. 

Noteworthy among these is the plan of the National wallpaper Company of 

189k. It provided for an eleven months employment guarantee which was ex

tended to twelve months in I896. This plan survived until 1930. Between 

1900 and 1920 only eight GAW plans were established, none of these survived 

until today. Thus we are justified in setting the birthday of GAW in the 

1920’s, when the Proctor and Gamble Han and the HOrmel Han were established. 

These two plans will be discussed in sons detail together with the Buna-Bush 

Plan. ^

THE PROCTOR AND GAMBLE HAN

Proctor and Gaa&le works in the soap and cooking fats industry. An 

employment guarantee plan was put into operation by management in 1923. Ujp 

to the present time the plan remained outside the area of collective bargaining. 

The guarantee covers employees with two or more years of service and assures the 

worker of forty-eight weeks of work per year at whatever pay rates apply to the 

worker's job. The company reserves the right to use the workers at any Job and 

to reduce the amount of guaranteed employment by twenty-five per cent. The 

latter right has never been used. The company may terminate the agreement at 

any time.



THE HORMEL HAH

The Hormel Company is is the meat packing industry characterized 

by extreme seasonal fluctuations but secular stability* The plan was in

stituted by management in 1927, has been Bubject to revisions aad was incor

porated in a collective bargaining contract with CIO's packinghouse workers 

In 19t0.

The guarantee extends over fifty-two weeks with an average of 

thirty-eight hours work per week. Overtime worked in busy periods is not 

paid for immediately but during periods when less work is available. The 

plan is coupled with an earned hours incentive program. Itoder this program 

workers are paid, in addition to their guarantee, for the nuaber of hours 

they save in performing schedulted work. "Both measures together resulted 

in a work force which is fifty percent more efficient than others in the 

packing industry." ̂  The cost of the plan in 195^, Israel's worst year 

over a twenty year period, amounted to less than one aad one-half percent of 

the total wages.

THE NUOT-BU6H HAH

The Bunn-Bueh Company produces shoes, la 1935 management introduced 

an employment guarantee. Later this plan was incorporated into a union con

tract. The guarantee calls fen: fifty-two pay checks per year with an un

specified amount. Total wage payments were fixed at twenty percent of the 

annual value of the company's product. The amount of the weekly pay checks 

varies with quarterly sales estimates which are readjusted at the end of each 

quarter. The guarantee is limited to a fixed number of most seniority workers. 

Experience under the Nunn-Bush plan showed a significant stabilization of em

ployment, but only little improvement in production stability.

These three plans are frequently regarded as pace setters in the
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history of GAW. Though they differ substantially, there are eone common 

features worth noting.

(1) The guaranteeing firms operate la consumer goods fields 

characterised by inelastic demand. (Demand is considered 

inelastic when demand remains constant in spite of major 

price changes.)

(2) These companies were subject to seasonal swings but rela

tively independent from cyclical swings.

(3) All plans were established by management interested In em

ployment and production stabilisation.

(4) None of these plans provides for the establishment of a fund 

from which payments are to be made. The costs of these plans

haw been insignificant, even during the years of the great

17
depression. 1

A new chapter in the history of GAW began when the unions started 

to take up the issue. This happened first in the sugar refining Industry 

in the fall of 1951 and one year later in the case of the ATL Teamsters 

Local 688 in St. Louis. Uhion interest in GAW was greatly stimulated by the 

Latimer Report.

The Latimer Report Is the result of an investigation carried out by 

the "Presidential Advisary Board on Guaranteed Mages". This board was 

created by President Franklin 0. Roosevelt in March 19^5 under the War 

Mobilisation and Reconversion Act of 1944. Murray W. Latimer was the Re

search Director and the resulting study is often referred to informally 

under his same. J. Weston Walsh observes that this report was very guarded 

in its recommendations, but as a whole tended to favor GAW.
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The general tendency of this report was instrumental in intensify

ing union demande for GAW. The first union success was achieved in the 

sugar refining Industry in the fall of 1951. Uhder the various plans nego

tiated with individual producers two thousand hours of work or the pay 

equivalent thereof were guaranteed for the year. Management has the right 

to assign varying Jctos to the individual worker when necessary. A certain 

leeway for the firme is warranted « firstly, by managements right to credit 

a limited amount of overtime worked towards the guarantee and, secondly, by 

an eighty hour non-guarasteed margin. (The difference of fifty-two weeks 

with forty working hours each, or two thousand eighty hours, and the guaran

teed two thousand hours.) An analysis of the cost of the guarantee showed 

that the companies profited by the introduction of the plan due to the merit 

rating provisions of unemployment compensation and a marked reduction In 

labor turnover. ^  Management is exempted from the guarantee when sugar is 

not available for reasons beyond coapany control. Disputes over exemptions 

are to be arbitrated.

A quotation from a report to stockholders by the National Sugar Re

fining Company indicates the success attributed to the plan by management:

"It appears reasonable to assume that this assurance of security has 
contributed to the Improvement of day to day relations between em- 2Q 
ployees and company, which have been excellent during the past year."

Another instance of a successful union move resulting in GAW are the

"St. Louis Plans" negotiated in the fall of 1952. Covered are approximately tea

thousand weathers of the AFL Teamsters Local 688 in St. Louis. The participating

firms operate in warehousing, distribution, food processing and manufacturing.

Guaranteed are two thousand straight time hours per contract year to a certain

percentage of a company's total working force ranging from sixty percent to

one hundred percent at the Brown Shoe Company.
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The special significance of the St. Louis Plans lies in the fact that 

annual employment is guaranteed by more than a hundred small firm some of 

which have as few as two employees. This proves that not only big business hut 

also small firms can guarantee annual employment. The cost of the plan has been 

practically aero. Companies are deeply concerned, however, about union efforts 

to raise the percentage of workers guaranteed two thousand hours pay. What 

the effects of GAW will be under these conditions remains to be seen. 21

The sugar refinery plans and the St. Louis plans served as a pattern 

for a number of similar plans negotiated between 1951 «uod 1955* Most recently 

the plans of Ford Motor Company, General Motors Corporation and the Ruttenberg 

Plan have been the center of discussion aad, therefore, deserve special 

attention.

®\e Ford-GM Plan is not a GAW plan strictly speaking. Firstly, the 

guarantee covers only twenty-six weeks, and, secondly, it features a supple

mentation at state unemployment benefits rather than the payment at a guaran

teed wage. 2h principle, however, this plan satisfies the need for a stable 

income and acknowledges management responsibility for such payments.

The Ford plan guarantees in times of lay-off sixty percent of the 

regular take horns pay for a maximum period of twenty-six weeks. The laid off 

worker collects first his unemployment compensation and then from a company 

trust fund the difference between unemployment compensation and sixty percent 

of his regular take home pay.

This plan has two major weaknesses *

(1) The fact that a payment is unde by the firm mates workers in

eligible for unemployment condensation la sense states.

(2) Daring a period of a prolonged depression the fund of one
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particular firm might quickly be exhausted. As never workers 

are usually laid off first, this would mean that high seniority 

workers are left without compensation when they become unem

ployed.

Concerning the first weakness, the plan to supplement increased state 

unemployment benefits by payments from the eaployer was put to a popular re

ferendum in Ohio on November 10, 1955, and was defeated by a vote of 1,436,000 

to 857,000. 22

In nine other states, however, the plan to integrate CLAW with unem

ployment compensation has been legalised. These states are: Michigan, 

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Delaware, Hew York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 

Florida aad California. ^

Consequently, the first weakness can be regarded as eliminated through 

appropriate legislative action.

The second weakness can be remedied by the establishment of an In

dustry side fund for GAW payments which was strongly advocated by Professor 

S. E. Burris from Harvard University. This question will be discussed in more 

detail in the next chapter under "cost considerations".

The essential features of the Ford-GM plan have been adopted by the 

following firms:

Automobile industry - Chrysler Corporation, American Motors Company, 

White Motors Company.

Farm equipment industry - Allis Chalmers Company, Deere & Co.,

Caterpillar Tractor Conpany, International Harvester 

Company.

Can industry - American Can Company, Continental Can Company

Glass Industry - Pittsburgh Glass Company, Libby-Owens-Ford Glass 

Manufacturing Company.
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The last plan to be discussed here is the Ruttenberg GAW Plan. Mr. 

Ruttenberg, onetime director of the CIO committee on economic policy, is now 

president of a drilling machinery company. Bs thus knows both sides of the 

bargaining table from personal experience. Here is his plan (condensed)*

(1) Guarantee: Each employee with five car more years of service is 

guaranteed at least 2,080 hours of pay at his straight time 

average hourly rate during the preceding year. Orer a period 

of five years the seniority requirement will gradually be 

lowered to six months.

(2) Paid holidays and vacations shall be credited against the guar

antee. Also overtias, paid at the rate at one and one-half 

normal time, shall be applied to the guarantee.

(3) Ufaemploymcnt compensation shall be subtracted from the guaran

teed pay.

(4) Absenteeism without Just cause results In the forfeiture of one 

week’s guaranteed pay.

(5) Every worker shall be required to do such other work as shall be 

assigned to him in ease there is no work for him In his regular 

department.

(6) The annual employment contract makes business partners out of 

employees. Hence, union management cooperation is a criterion 

for success or failure of the plan. ^

The author is of the opinion that this plan has good prospects of 

being used as a model for future OAW negations.



Footnotes Chapter III

15 The factual information concerning early plans was talma from Bureau of 
National Affairs, me. "GAW"; and from

Allan weisenfeM "An Alternative to GAW" Social Order, Oct. 1955

16 Fred E. Blum "Guaranteed Wages and Work Satisfaction"

17 Bureau of National Affairs (hereafter BNA) Operations Manual 1955

18 J. W. Walsh "Complete Handbook GAW" pg 20

19 SNA Operations Manual "GAW" pg 56-37

20 ibid. pg 37 

21 ibid. pg kl

22 J. W. Walch "Supplement on the GAW" pg 1

23 Time Magazine March 5, 1956, pg 100

2k J. W. Walch "Supplement on the GAW* pg 3

25 H. J. Ruttenberg "Bay by the tear, Can the Unions Afford It?"
Harper's Magazine, December 1955, PS 30-31
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CHAPTER I?

ARGUMENTS FOR AID AGAINST OAW

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of OAW la economic terms. Generally 

OAW has been discussed under these four headings:

I Impact of OAW on the workforce.

II Impact of GAW on the individual firm.

III impact at GAW on the general economy.

IV Cost considerations.

I impact of GAW on the Workforce.

The advocators of OAW think that this plan will have two major 

economic effects on the workforce *

(a) It will cut down unemployment.

(b) It w in improve productivity and plant morale.

OAW win undoubtedly serve as a stimulus to employers to provide for fun time

steady Jcfcs. Its beneficial effects on seasonal unemployment are undisputed,

There Is, however, sharp disagreement as to the influence of OAW on cyclical

unemployment. Professor Slichter says t

"It is a mistake to assume that management la this day of highly de
veloped industrial research can do little or nothing about cyclical 
unemployment."

GAW would induce management to exhaust a U  possibilities of fighting cyclical 

unemployment. Other economists maintain that management can not be held respon

sible for cyclical unemploymsnt. GAW would tend to make things worse by a 

reduction In the general level of employment. This possibility is voiced by 

Professors Hansen and Sasuelsoa in the Latimer Report. "3f ever OAW should 

he widely adopted, . . . .the problem of maintaining high employment might be 

made more difficult.* ̂
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James Brindie, acting director of IAW - CIO's Social Security Department,

admits this possibility even more openly t

"We are reconciled to the fact that the operation of OAW will result 
in a slight reduction in the total number of steadily employed in 
any one industry." 25

It must be noted, however, that this effect of OAW can be predicted only in 

the short run. Ho economist oar representative of management aad unions can 

make any long run predictions about the influence of GAW on unemployment.

The second contention urns that OAW would Improve productivity and 

employer morale. Experience under existing plans seems to eubstantiate this 

contention. Fred H. Blum found la an Investigation "At Sormel & Company 

work performance over and above th* standard work requirements averaged sixty 

percent la 1950. In some departments it averaged well over one hundred per

cent." ^  A similar Observation was made by Henry A. McFarland of the 

institute of Management and Labor Relations at Rutgers University. Making a 

survey of a Philadelphia sugar refining plant with a OAW plan he found *- - - 

workers who were relaxed, who were not afraid to produce for fear they would 

produce themselves out at a Job. Workers were experienced In their work and
JO

knew that because of the guarantee there would not be a great labor turnover. 

There Is, however, a possibility that OAW will diminish man hour productivity. 

The backers of this argument point to war experiences where job security led to 

careless work. Similar effects might appear under OAW where dismissal of 

workers is possible only under extreme circumstances.

II Impact of OAW on the Individual Firm.

It has been argued that OAW would benefit the Individual firm by in

creased productivity and a reduction la labor turnover. The first assertion 

has been discussed la the previous section.
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A reduced labor turnover is a source of substantial savings for tbs 

individual firm. By keeping all its important workers cm the payroll, a 

company would almost automatically save most of the cart of breaking la new 

employees. These savings could he used to pay far pert of the cost of OAW.

Management generally admits this effect of QAW, hut it holds that 

these benefits are more than offset by the tremendous cost of GAW and by the 

dominating role of the unions which would he a result of OAW. The problem 

of cost will be discussed extensively in Section Tf at this chapter.

Executives fear that under SAW an employer might be forced to pay 

fen* a strike against hiaself. U s  workers singly shut him down with a strike 

in the plant of a small supplier aad then draw themselves guaranteed wages. 

Conflicts cf this kind, however, could be made subject to arbitration.

Another management argument is that OAW would drive much needed 

investment capital into government bonds aad safe deposit boxes. This in

vestment capital is needed most urgently to provide jobs for the rapidly in

creasing working force at this country. According to a report from the 

Economic Research Department of the ChaBfcer of Commerce of the Halted States, 

the total labor force in this country will increase from sixty-eight millions 

in 1955 to eighty-eight millions by 19T5. 31

It is, however, questionable whether the capital needed for a SAW 

fund would really be invested. Moreover, part of the capital accumulated in 

the OAV might be reinvested in the firm.

H I  Itoact of OAW on the general Economy.

The impact of OAW oa 10m  general economy would be most visible in 

production and distribution, father Becker lists the following effects cf 

OAW cm production:
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(A) Desirable effects:

(1) Increase la production through more effective work of 
employees caused by a feeling of security.

(2) increase in production through continuity of production.
The greater fixed cost serves as aa incentive to produce 
at any price that will cover variable cost.

(3) Decrease in seasonal and technical unemployment, possible 
decrease in cyclical unemployment.

(B) Ttoiesirable effects:

(1) May diminish via hour productivity through careless work, 
as dismissal is possible oaly la extreme cases*

(2) May increase the number of voluntary aad Involuntary un
employed. Aa increase la the number of voluntary unem
ployed must be considered as certain because claimants 
have no incentive to look for flll-la Jobs. Who decides 
whether any Job offered to the claimant Is suitable?

(3) Will tend to lessen competition and divide up safe markets 
because oaly such quantities are produced as can be sold 
profitably. This might be a severe threat to full em
ployment. 3*

It Is noteworthy that the number of predictable effects of SAW Is greater la 

the category of desirable effects. Nevertheless, most passible undesirable 

effects are taken into account.

Father Becker makes a similar list shewing QAW's effects on distri

bution i

(A) Desirable effects j

(1) Distributes more income of the industry among its unemployed. 
Helps those who depend upon Industry for their living but do 
not at the moment receive income from it.

(2) Distributes income among those who depend indirectly on the 
Industry such as retailers, consumer good and service enter
prises . m  cities like Detroit aad Flint, where forty-seven 
percent and ninety percent of all manufacturing workers are 
employed in the auto industry, the introduction of OAW in 
this industry would be a major support for local business.

(l) undesirable effectsi
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(1) May create unrest in plants, because high seniority 
workers will demand to he laid off first. Lay offs 
mast he determined by the conditions of production.

(2) May finance strikes against the guaranteeing company 
by means of a strike in the plant of a small supplier.
J& Father Becker's opinion, government regulation is 
necessary here.

(3) Will probably increase the price of the final product. 3s 

It is Obvious that GAW will increase the total cost of labor to the

firm. This increased cost can be financed in four ways:

(1) By the worker, which would mean lover wages.

(2) By owners aad creditors, which would result in lower profits 
and dividends.

(3) By those outside the industry by means of higher prices.

(4) By an increase in productivity.

There is a hope that an Increase in productivity will cover the eost of OAW 

to a large extent, but, as owners, creditors and workers are not very likely 

to diminish their share, the customer will most probably bear the bulk of the 

eost of GAW in the form of higher prices. 

iy Cost Considerations.

All employer abjections to GAW culminate in cost considerations.

They argue that companies would be faced with the unbusinesslike necessity of 

operating with a large eost factor which is completely uribudgetable. Up to 

now experience in making eost estimates of GAW plans is extremely limited. Ifce 

only companies where GAW has been in operation over a longer period of time, 

Horne 1 and Hunn-Bush, are not representative * firstly, because their plans 

differ substantially from those demanded by the unions today aad, secondly, 

because these particular firms are largely exempt from cyclical forces.

Another great obstacle to GAW is the different percentage at seniority workers
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In competing firms. A survey conducted in Toledo, Chio, covering the senior

ity patterns in twenty-seven Toledo companies shewed that the proportion cf

the workforce whose wages were guaranteed would range from twenty-eight to

33
ninety-eight percent if three years seniority were required for coverage.

In addition to these disadvantages GAW would strongly tend towards 

eliminating small and medium size business, because these could least afford 

to pay GAW. In some industries the vast majority of firms will be unable to 

pay GAW. Professor Seymour E. Harris states on this subject, "Who would 

seriously contend that all industries - for example, textiles - could 

finance GAW?" ^

The unions, on the other hand, offer some arguments to show that 

industry can afford GAW. They point out that lacking cost experience of 

GAW plans cannot be overcome except by a fair trial. Moreover, such ex

periences as are available speak for GAW* Iks cost has been financed largely 

through savings of unemployment compensation contributions under the 

merit rating system and through decreased costs in training new employees. 

Hormel and Uunn-Bush may not be fully representative of the entire American 

industry, but in a limited degree their experiences are still useful. These 

two firms report cash payments under GAW ranging from one and one-half to 

three percent of the total payroll during their worst years. More than fifty 

percent of these payments were offset by savings in unemployment compensation.

The sugar refining companies experienced even over-all saving under 

GAW. Their cash payments were substantially below their savings in unemploy

ment compensation. ^

Of course, these results eannot be expected universally. Rrofessor 

S. E. Harris suggests, in the conclusion of his "Economics of the OAW", the



formation of an industry wide pool into which each firm pays an amount equal 

to six percent of its total payroll* (An industry wide pool is a fund into 

which all firms of a certain industry make their payments.) Such a reserve, 

Professor Harris feels, should be an adequate financial basis for GAW. 36 

In this context, an analysis contained in the Latimer Report is of 

special Interest. A survey of forty-two plants gave an average guarantee 

cost of less than six percent of the payroll. In the most stable plants, 

the cost was zero. 37

The formation at an Industry wide pool would furnish the answer to 

most of managements cost objections* An amount equal to six percent of the
' • ■ ’ '  S' , , * . < . . •, * . 4 r  , • . • ,‘Vv ••

total payroll is budgetable and as a sum not larger than the pay raises won 

by unions In collective bargaining* The different seniority patterns in the 

twenty-seven Toledo companies would not lead to discrimination among com* 

petlng firms because every firm pays a fixed percentage of Its total payroll.

The objection that GAW would tend to eliminate small and medium 

business can be countered with a reference to the St. Louis plans which cover 

only small and medium businesses. (See pages 13 and Ik,}

Some firms might resent the idea to pay contributions Into an In

dustry wide pool because in that way they would indirectly help their competitors* 

This practice, however, Is already being followed under the present Unemployment 

Compensation Plan* Older GAW this fund would be administered by the industry as 

a private group Instead at the state.
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CHAPTER V

THE BASK FRUCZFLES Of SOCIAL PHILOSOPHT 

APPLIED TO OAV

Throughout the preceding two chapters, GAW was discussed from a 

purely economic point of view. This chapter will deal with the moral im

plications of OAV, taking into due account the concrete facts and e ire un- 

stances discussed in the previous chapters.

It was shown in Chapter I that two basic needs for economic reform 

flow from nan's right to normal growth and development. These werei

(1) The need for security.

(2) The need far decentralisation of economic power.

Security, as defined by Professor Daugherty, had five major aspects t

(a) Continuance of life

(b) Continuance of a place in the esteem and affections of others

(c) Continuance and assurance of a means of livelihood

(d) Self-expression

(e) Enjoyment of leisure

The need for decentralisation of economic power included the change of con

ditions which led up to such a centralisation, especially of limitless free 

competition that permitted the survival of only the most reckless aad unethical 

businessmen. The reform should aim at wide distribution of property ownership.

In how far does GAW satisfy these needs t This question will be dis

cussed in shewing the Influence of GAW on

X The worker as an individual and as a class

H  The individual firm

III The general eeonongr
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I Pie influence of QAW on the worker as an Individual aad as a class.

The most obvious effect of GAW on the worker would be the assurance 

of a stable and dependable income. This stable income would create the 

material conditions for a reasonable standard of living for the worker him

self and his family. This, in turn, would strengthen the manfs place in the

esteem and affections of the other members of the family. "Many family

■aA
problems are results of faults in economic life” , observes father Cronin. 

Excessive concern about material needs vast destroy the spiritual basis on 

which the family is founded. Income security would create conditions for 

the perfection of the individual in his family. But true perfection of man 

can be achieved only in society as a whole. Reversely, the well-being and 

perfection of the individual aad of families will contribute to the well

being of society as a whole and of all people who live in this society.

Economic security would lead to an increase in knowledge and love 

and thus accomplish what Father Dempsey calls the major objective of 

economic society.

"In the economic order, therefore, the common good is promoted when 

the institutions of the division of labor and tbe division of resources are 

so designed and administered as to increase knowledge aad love." ^9

Through OAW the worker would be assured of his job and thus take a 

keener interest In his firm. This interest, in turn, would lead to a better 

understanding of his function in the firm and make him love his work. It 

would set free his creative faculties and tend to increase his productivity.

But QAW may have some morally undesirable effects on the worker, too. 

While GAW would assure a portion of the working force of a steady income, it

may tend to cut down the nuafcer of existing jobs and to curb industry ex-

ko
pension. This opinion is voiced by Father Becker.
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If it could lie conclusively proven that OAW, ever a long range, 

would reduce Job opportunities, it met be opposed on moral grounds. The 

common good of society must take precedence over the individual good, for 

it would be immoral to give security to sous aad by that -very action to 

exclude a substantial portion of the present working force fro* this security. 

OAW would be equally objectionable if it would substantially curb industry 

expansion which is urgently needed to provide jobs for America's fast in

creasing population.

However, no economist has made say long range predictions about 

the effects of OAW on employment. The mere possibility of such a develop

ment should not be an obstacle to giving the plaa a fair trial, but it should 

caution us in the choice of the steps to he taken in that direction.

H  OAW aad the individual firm.

Every employer is under the obligation to achieve by proper organi

sation a level of production vhich does permit decent wages, secure employ

ment aad good working conditions. This obligation affects the individual 

firm immediately, "to the exteat that conditions are under their control", 

says rather Cronin. Then he continuesj

"But when they are usable to fulfill their obligations under existing 
cireumBtanees, they are not thereby released fron all responsibility* 
The question remains - Can the conditions be changed which led to a 
result undesirable from a moral viewpoint? If they can, through 
appropriate group action or social adjustments, the individuals have 
the duty to participate, as coalitions permit, in organising such 
changes*" *1

Insecurity aad concentration of economic power are conditions which led to 

morally uadesirable results. Consequently, every individual employer is under 

the obligation to change these conditions as circumstances permit. OAV is one 

possible way of effecting this Change aad deserves, therefore, serious con

sideration by all employers. Among possible alternative plans OAW has one
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definite advantage. It would replace employer-employee strife with the

spirit of cooperation. The author refers hers especially to point six of

Mr. Rutteriberg's GAW plan which was discussed before:

"She annual employment contract Rakes business partners out of 
employees. Hence, union-management cooperation is a criterion 
for success or failure of the plan." **

All modern popes have stressed the futility and immorality of

class struggle and proclaimed the moral necessity for cooperation. Pope

Leo XHI says in "Rerum Kovarum":

"It is a capital evil to take for granted that one class of society 
is of itself hostile to the other. • .Each needs the other com
pletely * neither capital can do without labor, nor labor without 
capital. Concord begets beauty and order In things.. Conversely, 
from perpetual strife there must arise disorder." ’

Pius XII repeats the same basic idea with special reference to the problem

of our day:

"Mistaken aad disastrous in its consequences is title prejudice, 
alas I too widely held which secs in these problems (industrial 
production) an irreducible clash of rival interests. The op
position is only apparent. In the economic domain management 
and labor are linked in a eonmunity of action and interest.
Employers and workers are not implacable adversaries. They are 
cooperators in a common task. . . .Roth parties are interested 
in seeing to it that the costs of national production are in 
proportion to its output. But, since the Interest is common, 
why should it not manifest Itself in a common outward expression?
Why should it not be allowable to assign to the workers a just 
share of responsibility in the establishment and development of 
the national economy?" ^

Under GAW employers and workers are forced to cooperate. A labor 

group which works together with an employer on a common problem can hardly 

forget these interests when they meet at the bargaining table. This resulting 

cooperation would effectively attack the centralization of economic power in 

the hands of a few. Megr. Ryan says that "Labor should share with capital in 

all those activities which affect labor." ^
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This would mean participation of the worker in many functions which

were regarded as exclusively managerial in the past, I.e., a wider distribution

of economic power. One of the most obvious effects of such a distribution

would be to prevent the arbitrary use of stockholders money by one single

executive or an extremely small group of executives. Pope Plus XI condemned

the latter situation in the strongest terns:

"It Is obvious that not only wealth Is concentrated in our times but 
an immense power and despotic economic dictatorship is consolidated 
In the hands of a few, who are often not owners but only the trustees 
and managing directors of invested funds which they administer 
according to their own arbitrary will and pleasure." ̂

Production planning Is an "activity which affects labor". If only in

this single Instance the rule of a single person or an executive group could be

supplanted by a mixed commission of management and workers* representatives, a

definite step toward decentralizing economic power has been taken.

Ill SAW and the general economy.

It is a fundamental moral principle that economic society most always

remain a means to man's perfection and may never become an end in itself.

Material things exist to aid the perfection of human personality. A second

principle is that economic society must serve first the coonon good and then

the particular good of its members. Let us apply these principles to our

present economic system and to the changes which we expect from 0AW.

Qader the existing organization of economic society, the principles

mentioned before axe threatened by three great dangers s

(a) The threat of depression

(b) The unplanned introduction of automation

(e) The practice that the cost of unemployment is to be born by the 
employees alone.

Would OAW eliminate these dangers? To the author it seems convenient to discuss 

each of these dangers separately.
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(a) GAW's influence on depressions.

Just in hew far GAW east prevent or mitigate depressions is 

a disputed question among economists. According to prevalent theory, a 

depression starts with increased inventory. Goods begin to pile up la 

retail stores, retailers cut their orders to wholesalers and manu

facturers, decreasing demand at the plant level leads to restricted 

production aad lay-offs. Unemployed workers, in turn, have less spending 

money and must limit their purchases. Thus, more goods pile up, more 

workers are laid off aad the depression has arrived*

GAW would serve as a strong cushion against depression by 

putting a floor under consumer purchases. It provides purchasing power 

when it is most needed.

This is the unions approach to the influence of GAW on de

pressions, hut even unions admit that ?Fbe Guaranteed Employment Flan 

in itself will not eliminate boom and bust cycles, but it will serve ia 

a major way to cushion the shock of recessions aad depressions.* ^7

Professional economists are uncommitted. Professor Simmer 

H. Slichter of Harvard University stated:

"Supplementary unemployment compensation for ten million 
workers would moke a farily important contribution toward 
mitigating the. severity of depressions aad thereby stabilise 
the economy.” 40

On a later occasion, however, Slichter pointed out that the stabilising

effects would be only "moderate*. ^  This latter opinion is also held

by Slichter's colleague at Harvard University, Professor Seymour E.

Harris who concludes in his "Economics of the QAW"*

"In itself, certainly in the early years and possibly even 
with large coverage, GAW is not likely to contribute impor
tantly to stabilisation.* 50

Let us apply our moral principles to these practical
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circumatances. A stable economy Is necessary for the coosaon good aad 

must consequently take precedence over the particular good of Individual 

firms. The economic system considered as a means and not as an end in 

itself must always strive to fulfill m s  function better and, conse

quently, must experiment as long as such an experimentation is sot 

accompanied by definite harmful effects. While it would not be convincing 

to demand a OAW solely became of its stabilising effects on the ecoKoy, 

there is, on the other hand, no evidence OAW would tend to produce In

stability. We can conclude, therefore, that OAW would probably mitigate 

the effects of depressions to a greater or lesser degree and will cer

tainly not cause a depression.

(b) OAW and automation.

Automation is morally desirable, as long as It serves the 

common good. The common good is seriously threatened when the intro

duction of automation leads to the dismissal from work of willing aad 

able employees as long as they cannot find other jobs. OAW would prevent 

such actions on the part of management* "SAW will compel management to 

exerciae a degree of social responsibility la introducing automation, by 

having to bear a large part of the social costs of irresponsibility. *

3h practice the introduction of automation would be geared to 

periods of expanding production When workers can be shifted to other jobs. 

In the spirit cf cooperation, management aad unions will both fiad ways 

aad means to introduce automation when it burdens neither employers nor 

employees.

This result of OAW is morally very desirable directly, be

cause it prevents unemployment without losing the benefits of automation, 

namely, greater productivity, and, indirectly, because it necessitates 

cooperation and common planning of management aad workers.



(e) GAW andl a just distribution of the eost of unemployment.

In the present economic system, the eost of unemployment

is borne by the employee alone. But the employee is definitely not

responsible for unemployment.

*Ehe worker has the same right to continued maintenance 
of his living standard as have bondholders, landlords, 
executives and others who live free from the constant 
threat that their family *s income may be shut off every 
hour." 52

labor costs should be considered as fixed eosts on an an

nual basis just as rent, Interest and executive's salaries.

Erofessor Harris found in aa Investigation that factory 

workers suffer far more wader employment Instability than executives 

and white collar workers. Ibis situation is further accentuated by 

the fact that workers depend more heavily on their wages for the neces 

sities of life than executives and white collar workers.

It would be wrong to blame the employer with all respon

sibility of unemployment. Many influences are beyond the control of 

management. This was admitted by the unions in the suspension clauses 

of the sugar refinery plans, tfader these clauses, a GAW plan can be 

withdrawn for the following reasons 1 Acts of God, unavailability of 

raw material, and strikes against purchasers, producers and suppliers.

It is, however, obvious that managemant can do much to pre 

vent unemployment, or at least to lessen it, if it is reminded of Its 

social responsibility in a financial way.

A just distribution of the costs of unemployment between 

workers and management is, therefore, a requirement of the common good
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CODCUBIOH

It was the objective of this study to look at OAW from a moral point 

of view based upon Catholic social principles. For this reason, the author 

started with aa inquiry into the basio principles of Social Hxilosopfay aad de

rived therefrom the Individual's right to normal growth aad development.

This right includes the title to a stable, decent wage, to income 

security. It m s  shown subsequently that van's right to security is a natural 

right. Economic security specifically was divided into three layers. These 

layers served three distinct purposesi

(a) The assurance of a minimum protection necessary for the 
continuance of life.

(b) The protection of an existing standard of living.

(c) Such security as the individual nay desire for himself.

The protection of the second layer of security must be provided by 

private group action and not by tbs state. As a second corollary of Catholic 

social principles, the need for decentralisation of economic power was 

established.

The history of OAW presented in Chapter III served as an introduction 

to the discussion of arguments for and against OAW in Chapter 17. The facts of 

Chapter H I  and the arguments of Chapter 17 provided then the concrete circum

stances to which the social principles and postulates derived previously could 

be applied.

It was shown that OAW would be morally desirable for the individual 

worker because it would create the material conditions tor the spiritual per

fection of man by giving him income security. QAW would be morally undesirable 

for the worker as a class if it should increase unemployment and cuxfe industry 

expansion in the long run.
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With regard to the individual firm, It w c  pointed out that OAW would 

help to fulfill the employer’s moral obligation to give Income security to his 

employees. It was shorn that OAW would, by necessity, diminish the centrali

sation of economic power and distribute this power anting n larger matter of 

individuals ehosw by m i  labor*

Finally, it was determined that OAW has no morally Objectionable in

fluence on the general economy. It «*£&, however, mitigate the severity of 

depressions and definitely will help to regulate the introduction of automation 

and a Just distribution of the eost of unemployment* These two influences on 

the general economy were termed morally desirable.

As • whole, OAW sesms very Aeslvafele since it fulfills the needs for 

income security aad decentralisation of eoonomlo power* It must, however, be 

kspt m  mind that 0A» is not the only answer to these needs* The need for 

lneovft security eoolA be answered by an extension of existing unemployment 

compensation plans, the nssft for decentralisation of economic power by govern

ment intervention. Muay authorities think that a OAW administered by private 

groups would be highly impracticable sines it lacks ths power to shook on 

Individuals drawing OAW and working on anothsr $<*b at the sane tins.

The answer to this is that every human institution can and will be 

abused by certain Individuals. The author does not thiafc, however, that this 

defect might prove important enough to prevent the proper functioning of the 

plan*

The alternative proposal, however, is highly objectionable on moral

grounds because it runs counter to the principle of subsidiarity. Plus XX eon*

desned in strong terms any infraction on this principle*

*• * .so, too, it is aa Injustice, a grave evil aad a disturbance of 
right order for a larger and higher organization to abrogate to itself
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functions which can be efficiently performed by smaller and lower 
bodies.11 “3

It has been shown that SAW can be efficiently administered by private 

group action* industry can meet the cost of GAW and can make payments in such 

a way as to minimise the possibility of abuses.

But OAW would not only satisfy the needs for income stability and 

distribution of economic power, it would not only be morally unobjectionable, 

on the contrary, it would be desirable because of the resulting spirit at 

cooperation, knowledge and love. A genuine spirit at cooperation in economic 

life would lay the foundations far that material order which is the best con

dition for the perfection of our humanity.
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